CRAFTED COFFEE

AVAILABLE WITH COFFEE ICE +.50
MAKE IT A QUAD SHOT +$1

DREAMSICLE
DOUBLE ESPRESSO, CANDIED ORANGE, WHITE CHOCOLATE, STEAMED MILK TOPPED WITH WHIP & SHIMMER

NIGHT WOLF
DOUBLE ESPRESSO, DARK CHOCOLATE & LAVENDER WITH STEAMED MILK & PURPLE SHIMMER

HONEYBEE BREVE
DOUBLE ESPRESSO, HONEY & STEAMED HALF & HALF TOPPED WITH CINNAMON

VANILLA NIMBUS
BERGAMOT EARL GREY TEA, VANILLA, DOUBLE ESPRESSO & STEAMED MILK

FOREST MOON FROST
DOUBLE ESPRESSO, CHOCOLATE, MINT, HAZELNUT & STEAMED MILK TOPPED WITH SHIMMER

SALTED MASTODON
DOUBLE ESPRESSO, CARAMEL & WHITE CHOCOLATE WITH MILK TOPPED WITH WHIP, CARAMEL & HIMALAYAN SALT
More Coffee

Locally Roasted Drip 12oz $2.5 16oz $3
Hyperspeed Cold Brew & Coffee Ice 16oz $5
Americano Triple $4 Quad $5
Breve Double $4 Triple $5
Cappuccino Double $4 Triple $5
Latte Double $4 Triple $5
Cafe Au Lait 12oz $4
Fresh Brew with Steamed Organic Whole Milk

Espresso

Our Hyperspeed Blend Double $2.5 Triple $3

Bullet Coffee 12oz $5
Grass Fed Butter, Honey, Cinnamon & Fresh Brew

King's Mouth Golden Latte 12oz $5
Double Espresso, Turmeric, Ginger & Honey Steamed Coconut Milk

Traditional Double Shot $4
Cafe Bombon / Cafe Con Leche Cafe Con Panna / Cafe Mocha Flat White / Italian Macchiato

Cocoa

Campfire Cocoa 16oz $7
Dark Chocolate Cocoa & Toasted Marshmallow with Steamed Whole Milk, Graham Cracker Rim & Topped Off with a Toasted Marshmallow

Nebular Marbits 16oz $7
Purple White Chocolate Cocoa with Steamed Whole Milk Topped with a Marshmallow, Lucky Charm Marbits & Unicorn Shimmer

Milky Way 16oz $7
Dark Chocolate Cocoa & Caramel with Steamed Organic Whole Milk Topped with Edible Gold Stars

Tea & Soda

Tea 12oz $3
Earl Grey, English Breakfast, Lemon Ginger, Green & Peppermint

Butterfly Pea Flower Tea 16oz $5
Hot or Iced with Agave

Alva Matcha 12oz $5
Matcha with Vanilla Hemp Milk

Chai Tea 16oz $5
Dirty? Add Espresso +$1
Butterfly? Add Butterfly Pea Flower +$1

Italian Sodas 16oz $4.5
Soda Water with Your Choice of Monin Flavouring

Monin Flavors: Amaretto, Blackberry, Blueberry, Cherry, Coconut, Frosted Mint, Hazelnut, Lavender, Lemon, Maple Spice, Candied Orange, Peach, Pumpkin Spic, Raspberry, Rose, Spiced Brown Sugar, Strawberry, Toasted Marshmallow, Toffee Nut & Vanilla

Sugar Free: Caramel, Hazelnut, Raspberry, Vanilla

Extras

Extra Shot of Espresso +$1

Milk Options: Half & Half, 2% & Organic Whole

Non-Dairy Options: Almond, Coconut, Oat & Unsweetened Vanilla Hemp +.50

Add Cream: +.50 Add Whip: +.50
CRAFTED COCKTAILS

HONEY BADGER $16
BULLEIT BOURBON, GINGER LIQUEUR, LEMON & HONEY SHAKE’N ON THE ROCKS

LIVING THING $16
DRIPPING SPRINGS VODKA, SPLASH OF GRAND MARNIER NITRO HIBISCUS TEA MARTINI TOPPED WITH ORANGE TWIST & ROSEBUDS

MEOWGARITA $16
EL JIMADOR REPOSADO TEQUILA, COINTREAU, FRESH LIME & AGAVE FLOAT OF BUTTERFLY PEA FLOWER TEA & TOPPED WITH A CLOUD OF COTTON CANDY

SANTA FE BURRO $16
EL JIMADOR SILVER TEQUILA, GINGER BEER & LIME JUICE IN A COPPER MUG WITH A JALAPENO SLICE

SUNFLOWER FAIRY $16
BRIMSTONE ABSINTHE, DRIPPING SPRINGS GIN, COINTREAU FRESH LEMON JUICE & SPLASH OF ST. GERMAIN SHAKE’N SERVED UP WITH A TWIST OF LEMON

SMOKEY COYOTE $16
VIDA MEZCAL, ST. GERMAIN ELDERFLOWER LIQUEUR, AGAVE, LAVENDER, LIME & SILVER DUST

BEER

LOCAL DRAFT ROTATING HANDLE
10oz $5 16oz $7

LOCAL CIDER ROTATING HANDLE
10oz $5 16oz $7

WINE

LA MARCA PROSECCO (ITALY) 187 ml $12
MUMM BRUT PRESTIGE (NAPA) 187 ml $17
UNDERWOOD PINOT GRIS (OREGON) 250 ml $11
UNDERWOOD PINOT NOIR (OREGON) 250 ml $11
UNDERWOOD ROSE (OREGON) 250 ml $11
ALOIS LAGEDER PINOT GRIGIO (ITALY) 375 ml $24
ANTIGAL UNO MALBEC (ARGENTINA) 375 ml $23
SCHUG PINOT NOIR (CARNEROS) 375 ml $32

ABSINTHE

LEGENDE HERBSAINT ORIGINAL, US 100º $13
PALE YELLOW-GREEN SWEET, FRUITY, BOTANICAL

KUBLER ABSINTHE SUPERIEURE, SUI 106º $14
SOFT CLOUDY WHITE, FRESH FENNEL, GENTLE, RICH

LUCID ABSINTHE SUPERIEURE, FR 124º $14
PALE OLIVE GREEN, AROMATIC FUNK, WELL BALANCED, PROPER

PERNOD ABSINTHE SUPERIEURE, FR 136º $14
CLEAR PERIDOT COLOR, FINE, VEGETAL, STAR ANISE FORWARD

GRANDE ABSENTE ABSINTHE ORIGINALE, FR 138º $16
GRASSY YELLOW, SUPER FINE, WORMWOOD, STRONG